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SG24/E3HP Surface Grinder

The SG24/E3HP surface grinder is powered by a totally enclosed,
fan-cooled, 3 hp electric motor, and is ideal for job applications where
a gasoline engine cannot be used. The grinder features twin counterrotating discs that can work a 24 x 12 in. (600 x 300 mm) area, and the
discs can be switched out for other attachment systems ideal for grinding
and cleaning concrete and producing exposed aggregate slabs.
Other features include a removable full-length rubber bumper, an
adjustable handle, a welded steel-plate frame, and a heavy-duty spur
gear transmission.
—General Equipment Company, www.generalequip.com

Brokk 400D

The diesel-powered Brokk 400D remote-controlled demolition machine
provides durability and performance for applications where electricity is
difficult to access. The control system allows the operator to precisely place tools
for accurate demolition and other complex tasks. The machine can reach nearly
23 ft (7 m) horizontally and has a total weight of 12,125 lb (5500 kg), allowing it
to handle heavy attachments. Its large undercarriage and steel hood provide
stability and durability, and it also has a powerful new engine.
—Brokk AB, www.brokk.com

K 760 Power Cutter

The two-stroke engine on the K 760 features a new cylinder design and
an additional cooling fin, increasing, compared to its predecessor, the
power cutter’s capacity in many ways. The engine maintains optimal
operating temperatures regardless of environmental temperature changes.
A digital ignition system provides reliable starts and smooth operation. A
lighter, adjustable blade guard made of magnesium improves balance, and
a reversible blade bushing accommodates blades with different center
holes. Additional new features include a wet cutting kit with a progressive
valve and an improved ventilation system for the fuel tank.
—Husqvarna Construction Products, www.husqvarnacp.com
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Hilti AG 500-A18 Cordless Cut-Off Tool

The Hilti AG 500-A18 is the first cordless cut-off tool with a brushless motor.
The tool can cut or grind almost any piece of metal on a job site, including
reinforcing bars, threaded rod, and cast iron pipe. It is equipped with a keyless
quick-change flange, making it easier to swap abrasive discs without a wrench, and
an electronic brake that stops the blade within 1 second. It comes with 25 thin
cut-off blades—each 5 in. (127 mm) in diameter—designed to cut metal quickly
and increase the cuts per charge. A brushless motor and sealed electronics help
ensure a long tool life.
—Hilti Corporation, www.hilti.com

W720 and W820 Angle Grinders

Metabo’s new, lightweight W720 and W820 angle grinders
are ideal for cutting, grinding, and deburring. Both grinders
feature Metabo’s slim motor housing and ergonomic side
handle. A side switch with lock-on capability, a spindle lock,
auto-stop carbon brushes, and a burst-proof wheel guard also
come standard. The W720 has a maximum wheel diameter of
4.5 in. (115 mm) and a 720-Watt motor, while the larger W820
has a 5 in. (127 mm) wheel diameter and 820-Watt motor.
—Metabo Corporation, www.metabousa.com

New Bosch Grinder Portfolio

Bosch Power Tools completed an overhaul of its grinder lineup, featuring a new
motor design and improved brushes. The motor has better temperature
control with direct motor cooling and more air vents. The new
carbon brushes offer more than double the lifetime of predecessor
brushes, meaning less downtime for maintenance. The tools
feature a patented multi-grip paddle switch that can be
operated in the front, middle, and rear. Coupled with the
new switch design, a textured housing provides improved
ergonomics and tool control. The new lineup includes
four slide switch grinders and seven paddle switch
grinders, with sizes from 4.5 to 6 in. (115 to 300 mm)
and varying capabilities.
—Bosch Power Tools, www.boschtools.com
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